
Body Blocking Your Dog

Why Body Block?
Simply put, “body blocking” is putting some part of your body between your dog and the thing 
nearby that most distracts him or her. By stepping in front of your dog this way you achieve many 
things… 

• You become a visual barrier. It’s harder for your dog to ignore you. 

• Your dog will have you in view (or peripheral view) which will ensure that he or she sees any hand 
signal you use, treat your giving or step you take. 

• Body blocking interrupts your dog’s forward movements and makes it easier for you to turn your 
dog around or step him or her away from a distraction.

• Body blocking can stop your dog from completing a full lunge, snarl or other over-reaction in the 
presence of a distraction. Basically, it helps break fixation. 

• Body blocking makes you more present in your dog’s mind. It’s harder to ignore your directions 
this way. Unlike when your dog is out ahead of you by 4 - 6 feet fixating on a distraction and you 
are behind your dog and unseen. This means you will have to drag your dog in closer with force 
which causes additional frustration for the dog and stress for you. 

How Do You Body Block? 

The fast way:
1. Shorten your dog’s leash so only two feet of leash hangs between your hand and the dog’s body.

2. Step around your dog so that the hand that holds the leash is closest to the dog. If you are holding  
the leash with your left hand then your dog should be on your left side facing forward. If the leash 
is in your right hand then your dog should be on your right side.

3. Take the knuckles of the hand that holds the leash and place those knuckles behind your back and 
against your body. This causes the leash to be held tightly and anchored between your hand and 
your back (See Picture). 

4. Finally, take the foot that’s closest to your dog and place it in front of your dog. This process 
should have put your dog next to you and slightly behind you with a short leash between. 
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Teaching your dog to get body blocked: 
1. Start with your dog on leash and in front of you. 

2. Take a food treat your dog likes and bring it to his or her nose. 

3. Start moving that food treat around and allow your dog to follow the treats movements. Say “yes” 
or click any movement your dog makes to follow your hand and then release the treat to your dog. 
Repeat this 3 - 5 times until your dog is clearly following the moving treat or hand movement likes 
it’s a magnet. 

4. Show your dog another treat but this time move the treat or just your hand to the side of your 
body and then behind your body by a few inches. If your dog follows this lure and walks behind 
you (even if only by face or shoulders) say “yes” or click and release the treat. 

5. Repeat the above step moving your hand prompt or treat lure a little further behind you until your 
dog completely walks behind you. 

6. Lure your dog to get behind you several times in a row. Reward each time. 

7. Once your dog gets behind you, you can shorten the leash and ask for a stay in order to keep him 
or her there. 

Add distractions:

• Ask a helper to create a distraction across the room from you and your dog. A mild distraction 
could be something like having them squeak a squeaker toy or bounce a ball. 

• Let your dog acknowledge the distraction. 

• Then try to lure your dog behind you as you have been practicing. Reward your dog when he or 
she gets behind you. 

• Repeat with different distractions. 
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